Welcome to S-VYASA’s Centre for Management studies with its Unique MBA...
with inputs in neo management techniques and applied spirituality, yoga and meditation.

- Would you like to be spotted out of the crowd MBAs?
- Would you like industry to pick you up like hot cake?
- Would you like to be star MBA?
- Are you searching for an MBA that is not taught in any IIMs or in any Management institute in India?

Then your search ends with S-VYASA...

This MBA prepares you to face competition & challenges in the Management arena and makes you a unique star MBA holder that you will be attraction for all corporates.

We are associated with following companies -

MBA in S-VYASA provides you industry relevant courses which no Management institutes in India offers. For example just to name few-
- E-Commerce
- E-Banking
- Stock Exchanges
- Corp. Social Responsibility
- Corp. Governance
- Corp. Spiritual Responsibility
- Business Laws
- Business Ethics
- Business Intelligence
- Supply Chain Management
- Retail Management
- Start Ups
- Venture Capital
- Payroll Compliances
- People & Organisations Management
- Indian Ethics In Management
- Personal Computics
- Yoga & Meditation etc.

MBA Entrance test
On 12th July 2015 (SUNDAY)
at Prashanti Kutiram Campus
(CAT, MAT, GMAT scores are accepted)

IMPORTANT DATES:
- Last date of application online: June 30, 2015.
- Last date of application in Campus: July 10, 2015.
- Date of Entrance test: July 12, 2015.
- Date of Declaration of Results: July 13, 2015.
- Last Date of Registration for the course: July 18, 2015.
- Last Date of payment of fees: July 26, 2015.
- Last Date of payment of fees with late fee charges: July 30, 2015.
- Inauguration and orientation of MBA: August 1, 2015.
- Admission cut-off date for MBA: August 15, 2015.
S-VYASA is Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana, an unique Yoga University approved by UGC has its yoga centers all across globe and has kept its lofty position & presence for the last 30 years. Affirming itself as a flagship yoga university & presenting the world a uniquely blended yoga-meditation-spirituality & management program so that the MBA products from S-VYASA can handle the stress & challenges the business/industry throws open.

S-VYASA is a source of enormous pride and it’s a national model for an immensely valuable approach to education. In the 21st century, its intellectual heritage is more vital than ever for students who seek a college experience that is relevant to success in the wider world. Its distinctive academic environment has attracted many students from around the world and from all regions of our country.

Campus View:
S-VYASA has it’s center for Management studies/ dept of yoga & Management and has well kept boys & girls hostels in serene resort like environs in nature bounty location in Jigni area close to Bannerghatta National Park.

Objectives of MBA (POM) course:

- To evolve holistic management systems, suitable measures of performance to develop value-based corporate sector.
- To develop new approaches to management through a new integration of managing self (through yoga approaches) and managing others (through management approaches) and undertake research in this direction.

Eligibility for MBA: Bachelor Degree with more than 50% marks are eligible.

Faculties for MBA:
To provide a high quality programme, we have also teamed up with experienced faculty members drawn from industry to provide critical insights with a deeper understanding of business and the relevance of Yoga in Management.

Dean: Dr. K.B. Akhilesh, Dept. of Management studies, IISc.
Director: Dr. Mahendra Raju, Centre for Management Studies, S-VYASA.

Associated Faculties:
- Prof. B. Mahadevan, IIM (B)
- Prof. C. K. Dwarkanath, Pegasus Institute for Excellence
- Prof. Mithileshwar Jha, IIM (B)
- Prof. Subhash Sharma, Dean, Indian Business Academy
- Prof. S. Chidambaram, Founder, Chids Consulting
- Prof. Sai Sambat, Pegasus Institute for Excellence
- Prof. Aravind Subramaniam, Professor, St. Joseph’s College of Business Administration
- Prof. Vishwanath V Vardhan, Director Operations, Intel India
- Prof. R. Venkatram, PhD
- Prof. Anjali Ghanekar, PhD
- Prof. Sony Kumari, PhD
- Prof. Datta S. Taware, MBA, (PhD)
- Prof. Chokkalingam, MBA, (PhD)

City Office:
19, ‘Eknath Bhavan’,
Gavipuram Circle,
Behind Ramakrishna Mission,
Off Bull Temple Road,
Bengaluru – 560 019
Tel: 080- 2661 2669
Website: www.svyasa.edu.in

University Campus:
Prashanti Kutiram,
Giddenahalli,
Jigani Hobli, Anekal Tq,
Bengaluru – 562106
Tel: 080- 2263 9958/68.
E-mail: mba@svyasa.edu.in

S-VYASA MBA

BE ASSURED THE BLEND OF NEO MANAGEMENT EDUCATION WITH YOGA & SPIRITUALITY MAKES YOU TOMORROW’S MOST SOUGHT AFTER - EMOTIONALLY BALANCED - PRODUCTIVE MANAGER.